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About This Game

CryoFall is Sci-Fi multiplayer survival game set on a forgotten planet in a distant future.

Description

Welcome to the world of CryoFall, where a catastrophic crash landing has stranded you — and dozens of others — millions of
light-years from home, trapped on a hostile planet and in constant danger.

Your only hope for survival is to make use of the resources around you as you develop your skills and advance your technology
to conquer this new land, tame its harsh wilderness and build a new life for you and those who have found themselves marooned

on CryoFall.

Together with many other survivors you can create your own cities, establish an active economy, industry and agriculture, or
pillage the fruit of labor of fellow survivors.

Features

Complex crafting and industrial system, including oil refining & lithium extraction

Various stages of technological progress (primitive, industrial, modern, post-modern, sci-fi)

Farming with complex crop growth simulation, fertilizers, etc. & diverse cooking options
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Wide range of player interactions and roles with meaningful specialization options, emphasizing meaningful interactions
rather than just combat

Economy with coin minting, complex trading and automated vending machines managed by players

Carefully hand-crafted maps and locations (+ map editor)

Storyline elements discovered through exploration

Diverse environments with several biomes (temperate, desert, tropical, boreal, wasteland, etc.)

In-house developed Renkei Engine™, allowing hundreds of players on the same server

Complex character simulation with a multitude of status effects (e.g. bleeding, poisoning, radiation, etc.)

Extensive modding capabilities, including real-time code editing

Not sure if this game is for you?

Take a look at our complete feature overview!
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1489843089

Development

The game is in active development and new features are being added monthly with each new version release!
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Title: CryoFall
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
AtomicTorch Studio
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit only)

Processor: Dual Core 2.2 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 350 MB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Almost 90 hours into the game in a short amount of time I can legitimately say that CryoFall has got my attention. A very
enjoyable and unique experience, memorable in fact. There is very little I can say that would be considered negative, in fact, I
personally don't have anything bad to say about this game, simply because I understand this game is in  Early Access!

Nonetheless, I will share some of the frustrations players tend to have. Often some players get really vocal about their
experiences in the PvP server, but to be more precise the grouping aspect of the PvP servers. The community being
small (but growing!) it is common to see the frustration more condensed towards that. Every other survival multiplayer
game that involves PvP has this aspect, and the frustration is understandable but not logical.

Technological advancements, unlike other games, do make a difference here, they have a significant impact on how
your performance in the PvP server. So that's one of the reasons that the above could potentially frustrate players a bit
more, there is a very very low chance of succeeding against large crowds especially if they have higher technological
advancements which is a given most of the time (higher the crowd the gathering). I invited several friends and they
loved the game but that specific aspect of the PvP made them lose interest and they aren't around anymore. But the
fact is that aspect can be found in any multiplayer PvP game. It's normal to see players get upset after dying.  You may
lose the items you're carrying and a percent of your LP or in some cases, your base but the learned technologies and
your skills!! still remain! you can still get back up your feet.

Despite that, it is known that the developers have something on the road map that will alter this scenario. The game is
not only about that specific aspect of the PvP there's more aspects too you know.. (and PvE also) but the frustrations of
many seem to make it that way. The game excels in many things, the well-done crafting system, the gathering, the
variations in technologies and just advancing, in general, is all done in a unique manner. All while including the basics
like farming, hunting, mining, woodcutting. Those basics requiring exploration for specific things, so you won't just
find all those resources in one spot. Great map size and meaning is given to biomes, needing to explore in order to
progress. Along the way, as you try improving your technologies you will also level up skills and once you reach certain
levels for skills you would get a bonus on that given skill, so the sense of progression is there and things get easier.

The developers are amazing they often take the time to answer practically everyone who has any questions, no issues at
all in terms of communicating with the support team, They're very open to sharing their road map ideologies and
future updates. Most of the things people tend to complain about are already on their road map! things that would be
modified \/ potentially resolved.. Let me start off by saying I have 66 hours in this game, started the game 5 days ago or
so. It is the most addicting game I've ever played. The best MMO survival game, it's also my first. It is well worth the
money. For a 3 man developer team, their communication with the community is insane. They are constantly answering
our questions, and considering our suggestions so join their discord as they are surprisingly very active. Game is still in
early access and yet no issues with the game. I play PVP and the game is damn near perfect! I am very happy with this
purchase, would pay more. I would highly recommend this game to anyone, and I do. If you would like to check out
content on this game you can follow me and\/or my husband on twitch: https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/itsokaymei
https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/itsokayalbert. <3 this game and the devs.

quick note: I am 19 years old.. This game really has potential. It is deeper Don't Starve and less toxic Rust basically. But there
are some little things that seems to be common sense in these type of games (like not being able to repair your items!? and some
other things) that making me hope that it's not the creative direction that they took. But the game is in early access and I'm just
hoping it's not:) Other than that I'm not a fan of the browser\/mobile game type of graphics it kinda looks frivolous and the
character and some animal graphics just seems rushed. There is room for improvement obviously, but other than that it's a
decent game, it's lots of fun and if you like these kind of games you should definitely check this game.. The game is very good.
Thank you for the Chinese version. Can you come up with a stand-alone mode?. The game is very interesting and has a beautiful
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future.
I want to give some of my tips:
1) Most importantly! After studying 3 branches of technology, the curiosity of play disappears. We can not destroy the enemy
base! It is not real. What then is the explosion in this game? Why develop if you do not kill anyone !?
2) You need to balance the explosives.
3) You need to make the strength of the boxes smaller. You need to make a real base raid. We have to fight for oil fields. We
have to survive, not just build your home. The game lacks action.
This is a big problem that needs to be solved in the near future.
Hear me!. The gameplay is good and nostalgic from the old 80's or 90's video games, but the reason I don't recommend this
game is that your success is largely tied to whether or not you can accumulate enough Learning Points to get into the higher
tiers. Unfortunately, all it takes is a moment of server lag for you to die and lose most of your progress.

The graphics are very low quality, and while none of us are asking for stellar graphics, if you are going to make a low quality
graphics game, you might as well use a low profile game engine. As it stands, this game uses as much video power as a game
with 4k high definition pixels. The way to combat this, is simply use a lower resolution in your graphics. If you're using only
8-bit colour palettes, why do you have the game client compiled for 32bit or 48bit colour graphics? Just compile it for a low
resolution. What the devs have done here is sell you a Ford Pony with a Rolls Royce engine in it. You've got that big gas
guzzling engine on the inside, but on the outside, people laugh at you for using some old worn out economy class car.. A mix of
Rust and Stardew Valley; the game is a lot of fun, the majority of the negative reviews are from players who have been raided,
are upset about it, and then leave a negative review in anger.

The game largely has a good community and the developers are very involved in making sure the game ends up being as good as
it can be.
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This is a rather good little game. It's got a very active Dev team (3 people?) who answer all issues. The PvP is pretty competative
and the PvE is still early days. I am looking forward to playing this game for a long time.. This is game is great for it's price and
devs have been awesome. For it being early access its great haven't had any real problems which is good considering I play on a
pvp server. Will say that trying to solo a pvp server is difficult but can be done through in game relationships, trust me its much
more fun with irl friends or online friends. The game is very well balanced from what i have played so far and there isn't any
exploits. Overall very happy with this purchase and highly recommend it to anyone or group of people looking for a game to
grind and enjoy. Also, this game resembles rust and rimworld mechanics, so if you've enjoyed those this another great choice.

Stream this game from time to time on Twitch.tv\/abneezee :). a nice timewaster\/grinding game with a lovely art style and
definately a caring and responsive dev team behind it (discord highly recommended). Love the concept. Fun to play and lets not
forget about the mods :p. Game is good so far.

Btw how to locate other players in the map? Also I want to play with my friends in a local server is it possible? How?. For early
access the game is great. Good pvp and good pve. Group system is good and the crafting is very good. Also the tier progression
and questing is enough Only issues atm is the game seems a little to grindy, I aready told devs my input and there know its an
issue and planing on improving the progression. For the price you will definitely get your moneys worth. Also join the Cyrofall
discord if u have any problems because the devs are really active and also are listening to the community.

Hand of Fate 2 Tanks Endeavor KickStarter page live!:
If you are really interested in supporting this game, Help me cover the cost of submitting the game to steam by backing it on
Kickstarter. Also, you get a copy of the game for only $2 instead of $5 at release. How cool is that!
http://kck.st/2Usyonp

Thanks for your support
. Public Annoucement:
After a long back stage development since 2016, Tanks Endeavor is finally getting published.. FAQ:

How much will the game cost
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